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Falling off a Cliff 6 Feet Under

Emma Cassidy

Under her flood oft tempt; 

not your worship, she said

you’re an earthly amenity

(yet so divine)

Her lips are a storm on the brink of a 

hurricane

so please, dear god,

don’t drench me 

Poison honey deceives these men

such as bees on a hot summer evening

no reprimand for infatuation

the same humming in my ear, 

as they swarm the hive

Falling at the speed of light

and I’m terrified 

for how many buildings must I fall off of

so that the plummeting in my stomach when I 

see you 

ceases

Fools allow their worship to be their women

sirens waiting to open their vicious mouths 

and pull me in closer,

for a piece of a lie

My lips meet hers, and I realize it's too 

late

the battle is over before it began

the war never started, 

and so it never ends
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Nine is Too Early
By Alondra Msallem

The ringing of sleigh bells took over as I 
wafted the scent of freshly baked cookies towards 
my nose. I smiled at the wonderful cinnamon 
gingerbread masterpieces, with such a splendid 
aroma, tempting me to eat them. I reached out to 
grab one of the smooth and angelic cookies.

Stop. Wait for dessert, Alondra.

I listened to my conscience and left my 
creations undisturbed. Turning off my favorite 
Christmas tune, “Winter Wonderland,” I headed to 
the oven. The tune still played over and over again 
in my head.

♬ Walking in a winter wonderland ♬

 I slid the freshly made batch of gingerbread 
cookies onto the serving platter, placed a batch of 
cupcakes in the oven, and continued about my 
Christmas morning.

I had previously bought a burgundy 
Christmas dress to complement my twinkling 
golden flats. I was more than satisfied to be 
matching the color scheme of our Christmas tree. 
Just like the massive Christmas tree found in The 
Polar Express, our tree featured dazzling dark red 
and gilded ornaments with golden streamers. The 
illuminating lights sparkled from a distance and 
intensified the majestic disposition of the tree. 

I was more than ready for Christmas 
pictures.

The clock struck twelve and I found myself 
in the shadows of the afternoon sun. It was almost 
time for the annual celebration with my riotous 
cousins. 

Preparing dessert all morning left me 
slumberous, but I was relieved of my             
lethargy with a simple grape Capri                        
Sun Roarin’ Waters juice pouch,                          
with just enough sugar to keep                                    
me hyper for the entire 
day.



dresses and suits. It took me awhile to powder my 
cheeks and apply the Barbie perfume that I had 
recently received for my birthday. I filled the room 
up with the fruity smell that one would associate 
with a nine year old girl. Additionally, I decided 
that I had plenty of time to paint my bare nails a 
shade of red to match my dress. Of course, I 
overpainted some nails and underpainted others, 
and before I knew it, almost an hour had passed. I 
meandered to the bathroom, but before I stepped 
in my nose alerted me of a foreign smell. 

My mother’s task for me was to bake the 
cupcakes and the cookies, which I had already 
finished. She and my younger sister, Brenda, 
prepared the extravagant looking table of 
Lebanese desserts. Each sweet had its own set of 
distinct colors and flavors. First on the table was 
Kanafeh; wonderful layers of cheese and pastry 
dough soaked with very sweet, sugar-based syrup. 
I loved to watch people dig into dessert just to see 
how far the decadent cheese stretched. Next on the 
table were macaroons. Not the circular biscuits 
that exist in almost every color and flavor; the 
Middle Eastern kind. Finger-sized lengths of 
crunchiness with a sweet flavor and a golden color 
were stacked on a bright white plate. My all-time 
favorite sweet, though, was Baklava. The ambrosia 
of the gods, this phyllo dough-layered dessert 
filled with chopped nuts and covered in a syrupy 
goodness never fails to appease my appetite. 

I traveled to my bedroom upstairs to 
finalize my pageant-winning looks to beat my 
cousins, who have always bragged about their 



My cousins arrived for the once-a-year 
celebration filled with the turmoil of troublesome 
tweens yet the rejoice of a reunited family. I was 
amidst many of my cousins in the basement of my 
house. Filled with Christmas decorations that were 
pleasing to the eye, the focal point was  the other 
Christmas tree with colorful lights and streamers 
along with miniscule statues of Santa and globes 
to lighten the tense mood that “Just Dance” 
brought to my cousins and me. Dancing and 
singing along to the catchy songs in the interactive 
video game, where one has to hold a controller 
and correlate their dance moves to the ones on the 
screen, was a Msallem family tradition. My turn 
was next and I chose “Xmas Tree,” one of my 
favorite tunes because of its unique and funky 
twist to the song “O Christmas Tree.” I battled 
against my slightly older cousin, Fares, and I was 
victorious. The ten-year-old already knew that I 
would win every dance battle against him, but 
asked for a rematch anyways. 

I followed the aroma to the kitchen, my next step 
faster than the previous one, and I made it there. I 
jerked my head towards the oven. A dejected 
frown formed across my face as I realized the 
smell of burning cupcakes. After a moment of 
mourning, I decided to keep these ruined, burnt 
blobs of blackness just in case I could use the 
unburnt parts of the cupcakes later on. Christmas 
was a time to be thankful, and throwing away 
these cupcakes was a waste. I did not know it then, 
but these cupcakes would have a perfect use that 
day.



options. As I made  my way up the stairs, I realized 
that Fares was still in the basement. Fares was 
known to get a little aggressive with his words and 
actions when prompted. I guess he was still angry 
at me. I shook off his ferocious glare and headed 
upstairs.

His face constantly had an intimidating 
nature, glaring eyes and a mouth that liked to spit 
saliva onto the face of anyone he was talking to. He 
stood a good foot and a half taller than me, and 
always claimed to be smarter than I was (even 
though that wasn’t true).

Yet again, I was victorious in the dance 
battle and he didn’t exactly like that. His eyebrows 
scrunched up into fuzzy caterpillars of rage and his 
hands curled into fists of fury.

I was saved when my cousins and I were 
called up for Christmas dinner by my mother, who 
at the time was exhausted after preparing all the 
food. She still kept a smile on her face because it 
was Christmas.

She would not keep that smile on her face 
later though.

Like a track competition, the kids sprinted 
upstairs to get the first picks on the bountiful food 



My cousins, siblings and I retreated to the 
basement all in a pack, our bellies full and 
satisfied for the evening, while the adults drank 
their Arabic coffee and conversed. Fares, who was 
sitting in the dark depths of the basement, far 
away from all the other kids, motioned me over. I 
pondered if going over was a good idea. Will he 
hurt me? I really never knew his intentions. I 
made my way over anyways and hoped for the 
best. It was a dance competition, after all. What 
could possibly happen?

As the adults and the meddling children 
gathered around the tremendous arrays of heavenly 
food, we said a prayer of thanks and began to feast. I 
took  time to cherish the food of my Mediterranean 
background such as hummus, which is made of 
chickpeas mixed into a creamy texture, tabouli, a 
salad with colorful medley of vegetables, baba 
ghanouj and kaaba along with classics such as 
mouthwatering turkey, chicken and flavorful rice. 
The the most exciting part came; dessert! Each 
desert has a distinct flavor and texture, and tasting 
each of them was a reward for all the hard work I put 
in the entire morning.



An introspection of the past made me 
realize why I didn't take any violent measures 
against my cousin. When I was angry, I was 
known to release that irritation onto somebody, 
and Fares definitely had it coming to him. But I 
was too heartbroken at the words that ruined my 
childhood. I had such a difficult time 
comprehending the words that came out of his 
mouth that day. 

After a while of continuous sobbing, I 
toughened up and made my way back downstairs, 
walking past the  blackened cupcakes that were 
sitting on the kitchen counter.

Suddenly, the scheming girl in me, whose 
Machiavellian tactics made her famous in the 
family, was awakened from her deep slumber. Like 
the speed of lightning, I grabbed one of the most 
burnt cupcakes and sprinted to the refrigerator. 
Taking the container of frosting, I smothered the 
burnt top of the chocolate cupcake with swirls of 
red frosting. I garnished the cupcakes with green 
sprinkles and smiled at my naughty plan. 

He looked over his shoulder at the rest of 
the kids who were  watching “The Polar Express” 
for the second time already. He leaned in close and 
whispered in my ear

“Wanna know a secret?”

Without a response, he proceeded to say the 
following slowly and mockingly:

“Santa is not real. Santa was never real. 
Your parents bought you all those presents under 
the Christmas tree.”

I looked up from the floor into the eyes of a 
monster. Were  the words coming from his mouth 
true? The immediate silence afterward indicated 
that he was telling the truth. Before I knew, water 
was forming on the surface of my eyes. A tear 
escaped and rolled down my cheek. My heart felt 
punctured- like a million needles jabbed at it.

I found myself in my room sobbing into my 
fluffy purple pillow.



The moment after that felt like the best five 
minutes of my life. 

I exalted that I was never to be messed with 
and all of the kids bowed down to me. After all, I 
was the second oldest out of them all, after the 
devil Fares. 

A couple minutes after my reign of victory, I 
heard my mother’s voice echoing down the long 
flight of stairs that connected upstairs to the 
basement. I tiptoed up the stairs to be greeted by 
the sanguine-colored face of my mother and the 
demanding words that came after. I could not help 
but laugh. I soon realized the tear streaked face of 
the cousin whose Christmas I ruined.  My high 
spirits were immediately subdued. I did not feel 
almighty anymore. 

I looked at my cousin who gagged the 
cupcake back up into a napkin and was sitting on 
the couch, face down to the ground, holding a 
hand over his stomach. 

I hurried back downstairs to my basement, 
too excited for the outcome of my scheme. 
According to plan, I announced to all the children 
that this special cupcake was to be given to my 
favorite cousin. Hiding my lie, I pronounced Fares 
as the winner and gave him the compelling 
cupcake. Not sensing even a bit of 
mischievousness, he gladly took and devoured it in 
one bite. Fares was also known to be a heavy eater, 
which aligned perfectly with my plan. After 
chewing my masterpiece, his face twitched. By the 
time he realized what I had done, he had eaten the 
cupcake and run upstairs to his mother, crying like 
the real baby he was. 



I was forced to apologize to him, which I did 
quickly, and retreated to my room for the second 
time that day, with dampened spirits.

Reflecting on my actions that day, I 
reminded myself it was Christmas. It was a time to 
be forgiving, no matter the situation. I felt remorse 
as I looked into Fares’ eyes as my mother yelled at 
me, and I immediately wished I had not given him 
the cupcake. Sure he annihilated my Christmas 
wishes, dreams, and my favorite story ever, but he 
did not deserve to be feel badly on a wondrous 
holiday. I stare out of the window of my room, into 
the white wonderland of purity.

That Christmas forever stuck with me like 
the burnt cupcakes on the pan.



Rotten Red Roses
By Chasey Gentile

But she had sworn on her heart that the 
roses had wilted
And that’s when I awaken from the 
daydream
With my ankles entangled betwixt shackles 
of stem
Pulling me under as razor-sharp thorns 
prick my knees

Faster than the plucked petals falling,
I fell for her divulgent scheme
I’ll rip myself apart until I see root,
But ruby-red rose petals are all I bleed

Elegant roses that bloom just for her    
Where it grows green leaves, but never poison ivy
Chlorophyll stems sprouting beside her feet
Gently grazing her legs as they intervene

She promised not to pull my weeds
But somewhere along plucking petals, she forgets
“He loves me, he loves me not,”
Ruby-red petals falling to their death

Roses impermissibly ripped from my roots,
For her to use for bouquets
This meadow of mine gone downstream
Until each rose is given away

A beautiful rose garden left in ruins,
But by the time I realize it’s too late
Sad part is, I would’ve believed her excuse
If a little birdie hadn’t proved it was fake
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A garden vandalized of its privacy
Will surely become humiliated and defaced
With marks of public shame that cannot be erased,
And that’s when everything becomes replaced

Another garden photosynthesizes itself around her,
Blooming ruby-red roses and no burdening weeds
But no matter which way her garden runs its course,
Every rose is rooted in what were once my seeds

Pricked by the thorns of my own dead rose
Nowadays, passersby spit on my dirt
Sticks and stones may break these bones,
But words will bury them under six feet of earth

Though wine will surely run my garden red
When carried through the bloodstream
Indeed, blood is thicker than water,
But perhaps not in the way it seems

I am wringing boiling water from trembling bones
To water red roses that cannot be retrieved
Scorching my skin, but with no roses left
She doesn’t hesitate to leave

I should’ve never believed in hope,
For it’s why I’m tearing apart my roots 
Skin that melts until it wilts like petals
Alas, hope is too good to be true

But to twist and turn it back on me,
As if I lacked the help to grow
She says she didn’t mean to hurt me,
But actions always prove it was intentional
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Brotherly Bonds

By Erik Leonard

It was the perfect summer day for two young boys who loved playing baseball. The sky was blue with very few clouds. The sun 

was shining bright and it was extremely warm. The bright green grass looked almost perfect as the time winded down on summer. On 

this particular day, the entire world felt like it stopped, except for two brothers who were playing catch in their backyard. They 

continued throwing a ball back and forth to each other until the night came.

The next and last day of summer came around and the two young boys had one more chance to do anything they chose to do 

before their summer vacation came to an end. With no hesitation, the two boys decided to do exactly what they did yesterday which 

was throwing the ball back and forth until the night came once again. Continuing to throw from one to the other, the slapping noise 

of a hard baseball hitting another's glove could be heard from miles away. To them, the loud smacking sound was like music to their 

ears as they continued playing catch. They chatted a bit, but only about how they were going to miss playing catch everyday once 

school started in September. Not to mention, winter would be here before they knew it and it would be harder to get outside to play.



Inevitably the signs of autumn appeared; the leaves started changing colors and were falling from the trees. The grass started 

turning brown and the air started changing from being warm to quite cool.  Yet nothing stopped the boys from playing catch. It did not 

even matter when it started getting darker earlier outside; both boys managed to still play catch. When winter finally arrived, the 

temperatures began to get much colder. The sky began turning gray and the clean crisp smell of snow was in the air. The boys bundled 

up with jackets, hats and even boots to stay warm. Within the the next couple of days, the snow covered the streets, cars, and driveways, 

and backyards were packed with snow. It was hard to see anything outside for the snow was coming down heavily and the wind was 

blowing hard. But, that slapping sound of leather being hit - slap,slap -  again and again was still heard. There was so much snow falling 

that hardly anyone was able to see past the snow banks that were covering the street, but looking closely one could make out what 

looked to be like a little ball being thrown around by two people. Back and Forth… Back and Forth… Back and Forth…!

The two brave boys were outside in the snow playing catch with each other. “There is no stopping us,” they chuckled to each 

other. “Nothing better than playing catch outside on a cold winter's day!”  They both laughed as their teeth chattered in the cold, their 

fingers started throbbing, and their knees started knocking. They could hardly wait for the spring to come and baseball season to begin 

once again.



Years passed.  After many cycles of seasons, the weather is nice once again with the sun shining bright and two men around 

the age of twenty are outside throwing a ball to each other.   Back and Forth… Back and Forth… Back and Forth… until the day is 

over and it's the night. There is something familiar about these two men playing catch with each other. They both seem to be 

happy and they love playing catch. Once again, they chuckle as they throw the ball back and forth laughing about the time both 

played catch in the snow. One of the boys is wearing a Boston Red Sox uniform and the other is wearing a New York Yankee 

uniform. Who would ever think that those two boys that loved playing catch with each other were now American League rivals. 

Because, most important to them, they are just two brothers who still like to throw the ball back and forth with each other 

whenever they can.



The Girl With The Fake Smile
By Hailey Pineda-Romero

Faking a smile is much easier than letting all your feelings out. There was a girl who had a fake smile. 

Everyone thought she was happy, but you know what they say. It's bad to assume things. This girl was very 

sweet, kind, and caring, yet she couldn't find happiness in her life. She had curly brown hair, and dark 

brown eyes that were full of sadness. She never reached out to anyone because she was afraid that no one 

would understand her. She was afraid that people would judge her. She was afraid of being alone. I knew 

that she was hiding something. I knew that there was something wrong with her. I knew that she was alone 

and that she had no one to talk to. I knew all this, yet I never seemed to understand why. I tried to make 

her happy. I would find things for us to do together. Sometimes we would go to the mall, the park, the 

movies, or just out to eat, but it wasn't working. 
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I was very close to this girl. She was family to me and I cared for her very much. One day we 

wanted to hang out together, so we went to my house to just talk, eat, and have a fun time. I knew she 

needed someone to talk to, so I reached out to her. I asked her what was wrong, but she replied, “I’m 

fine.” I knew she wasn't fine. I knew it was hard for her to open up to me. I thought maybe she wasn't 

used to opening up to people, maybe she had a hard time trusting people. So I tried again. I told her 

that it was okay for her to talk to me, that even though I didn't understand the situation she was in, I 

could still help her overcome her problem and give her advice. Little by little, she told me what was 

wrong and I could see she was hurting. I could see she wanted to cry, but she was being strong. We 

kept talking and I kept comforting her, but then at one point she cracked and started crying. There was 

nothing I could do to help her, or so I thought. She kept crying while I held her in my arms. There was 

something really bothering her, but she couldn't tell anyone. Soon, she stopped crying and that was my 

turn to talk. I asked her to please be honest with and to tell me what was wrong. What she told me 

scared me. I would never have thought it was this bad. She told me, “I was raped.” 



When those three words left her mouth, my heart sank to the ground. I felt so terrible that I couldn't 

believe something like that happened to her.  I didn't know what to say at all.

I had never been in a situation like that, but I finally opened my mouth and said, “ I'm so sorry.” 

Obviously, I wanted to help her with the situation, but I just didn't know how at this point. It really hurt 

me that I couldn't help the one person I really cared about. She started to open up to me and we started 

to talk more about it. She told me that she didn't tell anyone, not even her parents, because she was 

scared of what they would say. Her talking about it made her feel better, but the problem wasn’t solved 

quite yet. I knew she wasn't going to like the idea I wanted to give to her, but it was the right thing to 

do. I told her I thought one hundred percent she should tell the adults, in this case, her parents. At first 

she looked at me with worried eyes, but she knew I was right. The next day she told them and they 

helped her with it. They were there for her. This girl was my sister. A few months passed and again she 

was happy. Her face always had a smile and I made sure that the smile would stay there. 



Chronophobia
By Chasey Gentile

I raise my head to the sky
As the world passes me by
It’s only a matter of time
23 hours
16 minutes
49 seconds
Until you leave my side

Nothing can replace the time I felt alive
I’m scared of changing with the tides
Time isn’t on my side
17 hours
15 minutes
48 seconds
Until our paths no longer coincide

All the things that might have been
Time cannot retrieve
All I’ve ever known will soon be a 
distant memory
11 hours
14 minutes
47 seconds
Until the inevitable cannot be further 
reprieved

Before and after and all that’s between
Time is merciless and unforeseen
Too dangerous to believe
6 hours
13 minutes
46 seconds
Until we no longer speak

Picture by Bryson Badeau

Time flies when you live a lie
By and by,
Time will be our demise
1 hour
12 minutes
45 seconds
Until we say our last goodbyes
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